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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PERFORMING REMOTE
CONFIGURATION COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT OF A NETWORKED

COMPUTER DEVICE

RELATED APPLICATIONS AND PRIORITY CLAIM

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

61/121,278, filed December 10, 2008, and which is commonly assigned with the present

application in incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Disclosed embodiments herein relate generally to electronic device policy

compliance, and more particularly to systems and methods for remotely scanning a target device

to perform an assessment of the device policy compliance.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Computer networks offer users ease and efficiency in exchanging information.

Computer networks are typically comprised of integrated servers, routers, terminals and other

components, interoperating and sharing information. Such networks manage a growing list of a

variety of needs including transportation, commerce, energy management, communications, and

defense.

[0004] Unfortunately, the very interoperability and sophisticated integration of technology

that make computer networks such valuable assets also make them vulnerable to attack, and

make dependence on networks a potential liability. Numerous examples of planned network

attacks, such as viruses, worms, and spyware have shown how interconnectivity can be used to

spread harmful program code. In addition, public or open network architectures, such as the
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Internet, permit hackers to have access to information on many different computers. These

malicious attackers attempt to gain access to messages generated by a user's computer and to the

resources of the user's computer, as well as to use knowledge regarding the operations of the

protocol stack and operating systems of users' computers in an effort to gain access to their

computers without authorization. Such illicit activity presents a significant security risk to any

computer coupled to a network where a user for one computer may attempt to gain unauthorized

access to resources on another computer of the network. Furthermore, organized groups have

performed malicious and coordinated attacks against various large online targets.

[0005] In addition to security policy concerns, assessing local systems and networks to

ensure they comply with additional policies is also desirable. For example, many corporate

entities maintain strict internal policies, not just with regard to security from viruses, malware, or

other malicious attacks intended to harm systems, but also from information-based attacks. For

example, theft of corporate information by persons inside the company is an increasing concern

in today's competitive marketplace. In addition, external persons may attempt to access internal

information overtly or covertly, and policies may be implemented to prevent such breaches. Still

further, companies may also choose to implement policies to prevent employees from merely

accessing their personal email accounts, or simply surfing the Internet. Wasted employee time

on such activities while on the company clocks continues to be an expensive problem for

companies, and ensuring policies intended to prevent such abuses are in place is beneficial for

such companies.

[0006] When assessing the security posture of an endpoint device such as a computer

terminal or workstation, or even a local networked device such as a computer server, scanning

software is typically used to determine if compliance with specific policies is being met by these



target assets. Exemplary conventional techniques for scanning remote computer devices include

deploying scanning software using a server in a client-server architecture. In this type of

deployment, the scanning software conducts a network-based assessment of the target system,

without any software installed on the endpoint computer device. Such a technique may be

known as remote scanning. Another conventional approach is when the scanning software is

deployed on the local target system. In this type of deployment, the entire scanning software is a

"thick client" installed on the local device that contains the scanning engine. Such a technique

may be known as local scanning.

[0007] Regardless of the remote assessment technique employed, when conventional

approaches are used to assess target systems to determine compliance with specific policies, later

changes or updates to target systems made in order to comply with such policies require another

scan in order to determine the updated status of the target. Obviously, performing a follow-up

scan, or even additional scans if further policy updating has occurred, adds additional time to the

overall policy compliance assessment. In addition, increasing the number of scans performed

occupies valuable system resources at both ends of the scan, resources that could be better

focused on other tasks. Accordingly, what is needed is a technique for assessing the policy

compliance posture of target systems that conserves both scanning and target system resources,

but that does not suffer from the deficiencies found in conventional approaches and techniques.

SUMMARY

[0008] Disclosed herein are methods and related systems for performing remote

configuration compliance assessment on a target device across a computer network. In one

embodiment, such a method may comprise providing a scanner computer in communication with



a communication network, providing a target device in communication with the communication

network, and establishing a network connection between the scanner computer and the target

device across the communication network. Such an exemplary method may also comprise

creating a policy affecting the control of one or more technologies and assigning the policy to the

target device. The method may also include requesting configuration information from the target

device, receiving the configuration information from the target device at the scanner computer

over the communication network, and storing the configuration information in memory at the

scanner computer. Further, the method may involve performing an evaluation of the posture of

the target device at the scanner computer, wherein the evaluation is based at least in part on the

configuration information received from the target device. Other embodiments of the disclosed

method may involve performing a second evaluation of the posture of the target device based at

least in part on the configuration information previously obtained from the target device and

without requesting configuration information from the target device a second time, wherein the

second evaluation is performed after the policy assigned to the target device has been modified

and/or supplemented.

[0009] In another embodiment, a system for performing remote configuration compliance

assessment on a target device across a computer network may be provided. In this exemplary

embodiment, the system may comprise a scanner computer in communication with a

communication network, as well as a target device in communication with the communication

network. In such an embodiment, the scanner computer could be configured to establish a

network connection between the scanner computer and the target device across the

communication network. The scanner computer may be further configured to create a policy

affecting the control of one or more technologies and assigning the policy to the target device.



The scanner computer can be further configured to request configuration information from the

target device, receive the configuration information from the target device over the

communication network, and store the configuration information in memory. The scanner

computer may then perform an evaluation of the posture of the target device, wherein the

evaluation is based at least in part on the configuration information received from the target

device. In some embodiments of the system, the scanner computer may perform a second

evaluation of the posture of the target device based at least in part on the configuration

information previously obtained from the target device and without requesting configuration

information from the target device a second time, wherein the second evaluation is performed

after the policy assigned to the target device has been modified and/or supplemented.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] FIGURE 1 illustrates a high level block diagram of one embodiment of a system

constructed in accordance with the disclosed principles;

[0011] FIGURE 2 illustrates a process flow diagram of an exemplary assessment of a target

device conducted using the techniques of the disclosed principles;

[0012] FIGURE 3 illustrates a screen shot of an exemplary policy editor in accordance with

the disclosed principles; and

[0013] FIGURE 4 illustrates a screen shot of an exemplary list of technical controls in

accordance with the disclosed principles.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The disclosed principles provide a remote scanning assessment device, for example

embodied in a system and/or related method. The disclosed scanning technique is employed for



remotely scanning and assessing the policy compliance posture of the computer assets of an

enterprise. These computer assets may include servers and workstations, and the disclosed

technique remotely assesses their compliance posture without the need to deploy any local agent

on the target system. The disclosed system and method may be scaled to scan individual

endpoint terminals all the way up to the largest networks.

[0015] The disclosed principles provide posture evaluation 'after the fact', meaning that a

new scan is not required each time a particular policy is modified/updated. The disclosed

technique intuitively gathers system configuration information centrally during the scanning

assessment of the target assets, and evaluated that gather system configuration information to

determine or establish a current system configuration posture of each of the target assets. Once

the initial scan has been done, the disclosed technique may then apply the policy compliance

evaluation to the relevant assets, based on the system configuration information gathered during

the scan, to ensure policy compliance by the configuration of the target assets.

[0016] FIGURE 1 illustrates one embodiment of the techniques disclosed herein. As shown

in FIGURE 1, scanner computer 100 is connected to target device 110 via a communication

network 120. The scanner computer 100 is where the scanning application program resides and

posture assessment is performed. The target device 110 can be any endpoint device connected to

a network, such as a computer or mobile communication device. The network 120 can be any

network connecting two devices, such as a Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Network

(WAN), or the Internet. While a single target device 110 is illustrated in FIGURE 1, the

disclosed principles and techniques are of course expandable to multiple remote target devices

110.

[0017] In one embodiment of the disclosed principles, the system or process may be



segmented into four different activities. These include:

1. Manage Policies
2 . Gather configuration information
3 . Evaluate posture
4 . Report and manage exceptions

[0018] FIGURE 2 illustrates a conceptual view of an exemplary policy compliance process,

as implemented under the QualysGuard name, which is commonly owned with the Assignee of

the present disclosure. The four activities disclosed above are incorporated into FIGURE 2, and

are described in further detail below.

[0019] It should be noted that distinct actions or processes provided by the overall disclosed

principles may be called something different in the relevant field, so it should be understood that

the labels above or appearing in FIGURE 2 are exemplary only, and are not intended to limit the

disclosed principles in any way. Instead, it is the actions and processes provided in accordance

with the disclosed principles themselves that encompass the present invention.

1. Manage Policies

[0020] In the context of the disclosed principles, a "policy" is defined as a list of technical

controls for one or multiple technologies that apply to multiple computer-based assets. A policy

may be created and edited using, for example, a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)

editor, but of course other software may also be used for creating and modifying policies.

[0021] The technical controls are typically defined by a compliance management team or

other entity, and cover industry standards and frameworks for the given industry of the target

assets. This step is represented in FIGURE 2 by node 210. A simple example of such a

technical control is "Passwords should have a minimum-length requirement set according to

security policy." While all technical controls typically have a threshold for determining pass or



fail (i.e., compliance or non-compliance), some technical controls, such as the password length

example just mentioned, can also have a threshold customizable by the user.

[0022] FIGURE 3 illustrates an exemplary screenshot 300 of a policy editor implemented for

managing and editing password policies. Password policies are merely one example of a

technical control implemented by a compliance management team.

[0023] The technical controls defined by the policy are then assigned to the relevant target

assets, as shown in node 220 of FIGURE 2 . The policy assigned to each asset can differ from

one asset to another, as it may be dependant on the technology present in a particular asset. The

term "technology" as used here may refer to, by way of example, an operating system (i.e.,

Microsoft Windows) or application (i.e., Oracle database Hg) running on the target asset(s).

Target assets, or systems, are networked computers or devices that can be assessed by a remote

scanning assessment system, such as the one that is the subject of the disclosed principles. This

usually requires that the target's technologies be supported by the remote scanning/assessment

product. This can occur if the scanning product is expressly compatible with the target's

operating system or application. However, this can also occur if the remote scanning product has

the capability to be compatible with any operating system, whether different from the scanning

product or different among multiple targets of the scanning product within a single organization.

Such a multi-capable remote scanning product has been developed by the Assignee of the present

disclosure, and is disclosed in co-pending U.S. patent application 12/580,982, filed October 16,

2009, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

2. Gather Configuration Information

[0024] One aspect of the disclosed principles is a compliance scan of the target asset(s),

which is used to gather configuration information of the asset(s). This is shown in FIGURE 2 by



node 230. For example, configuration information may include password policy (minimum

length, complexity, history), user policy (ACL (Access Control List)), running services

(authorized/non-authorized services like FTP, HTTP, Mail), installed application (banning

Peer2Peer, Instant Messaging) or patch level.

[0025] FIGURE 4 illustrates a screenshot 400 of some exemplary technical controls that may

be implemented according to the disclosed principles. Of course, other types of configuration

information of the target asset(s) may also be scanned and recorded by the disclosed scanning

technique. The configuration information that is gathered gives the scanning device a holistic

view of the asset(s), regardless of which technical control or policy the asset(s) is intended to

employ. Moreover, a unit of configuration information is typically called a 'data point' when

discussing the gathering of configuration information.

[0026] In addition, the type of scanning may vary with the disclosed approach. For example,

"trusted scanning," in accordance with techniques developed by the Assignee of the present

disclosure, may be employed whereby credentials to the asset(s) are provided to the scanning

product, hence allowing the scanning product to perform its duty in a more accurate way.

3. Evaluate Posture

[0027] When new configuration information is obtained, for example after a compliance scan

by the scanning product, or when a policy is created or edited, the remote scanning device

performs a new evaluation of the posture of the target asset(s). Specifically, this is done by an

evaluation, by the scanning device, of the gather configuration information in order to determine

if the configurations of the target asset(s) corresponding to the gathered configuration

information is in compliance with the policy for that target asset(s). This new evaluation is in

place of performing a new scan of the target asset(s), as the remote scanning device is already in



possession of the configuration needed to perform the evaluation. Thus, the remote scanning

device needs only to evaluate the compliance of the configuration information against the newly

created or edited policies. This step of the process is also represented in FIGURE 2 by node 230.

[0028] To simplify the creation of new technical controls for the target asset(s), the

evaluation process has been normalized and is stored, for example, in an XML structure at the

centralized location of the remote scanning product. An evaluation 'code' involves one or

multiple data points (i.e., units of configuration information), their type (integer, string, Boolean,

arrays), and their expected value. When multiple data points are used, Boolean operators (e.g.,

"and," "or," "not") may be used to link the data points. Accordingly, because a compliance scan

by the disclosed remote scanning device retrieves a holistic view of an asset, modifying a policy

of the asset does not require a new scan to trigger the evaluation of the posture of the asset in the

face of policy changes.

4. Report and Manage Exceptions

[0029] To analyze the information collected and processed and evaluated by the disclosed

remote scanning device, the user/subscriber of the device may then have the choice of different

types of reports (node 240 of FIGURE 2). For example, the subscriber may be provided a full

policy information report, or a report drilling down by specific asset or control. Once a report

has been provided to the subscriber, the subscribing company may then address the policy

compliance problems identified by the disclosed techniques. Alternatively, the centralized entity

implementing the disclosed scanning approach may itself execute a policy compliance update to

one or more of the target assets, bringing such target(s) in line with the current policy.

[0030] In addition, the disclosed remote scanning technique also supports "exceptions"

(node 250 of FIGURE 2). Exceptions may be implemented to temporarily accept a target's risk



of failing a technical control. Such an approach may be desired when no remediation or

mitigating factors are available (e.g., requires a new patch or feature from a vendor), the

remediation is not practical at the moment (e.g., usually due to production schedule), or the

remediation might impact the proper execution of an application being handled by the asset.

Moreover, the exceptions may be time-sensitive, with the disclosed product "re-evaluating" the

target asset(s) given an exception after a predetermined period of time to determine if the target

has in the interim complied with the policy at issue. If not, the product may then take any of the

above actions with the regard to target assets determined to be noncompliant.

[0031] Based on the above information, the disclosed remote scanning technique for

determining policy compliance of target assets provides significant improvements over currently

known practices and published methods/systems. For example, some embodiments of the

disclosed technique may perform its remote assessment securely by having credentials to the

target asset(s), without requiring an agent to be deployed on the actual target system/client. In

addition, some embodiments of the disclosed technique can collect configuration information

during a single scan, and the compliance posture evaluation is then performed in the data center,

instead of performing the posture evaluation during the scan. This allows a policy to be

modified by a subscriber and the target re-evaluated for compliance with the modified policy

without requiring a new scan of the target(s). Moreover, some embodiments of the disclosed

technique may be centrally managed through a web interface.

[0032] Furthermore, the disclosed technique is scalable for use on a single system up to the

largest network. The disclosed technique beneficially saves scanning resources, by performing a

single scan of targets and not overburdening target assets with multiple scans. Such benefits are

magnified as the number of targets significantly increases. As a result, the clear benefits of the



disclosed technique escalate exponentially as the size of the target group increases. This can

amount to significant resource savings on both sides of the scans when the subscriber has a large

number of systems being evaluated.

[0033] While various embodiments of the disclosed principles have been described above, it

should be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, and not limitation.

Thus, the breadth and scope of the invention(s) should not be limited by any of the above-

described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with any claims

and their equivalents issuing from this disclosure. Furthermore, the above advantages and

features are provided in described embodiments, but shall not limit the application of such issued

claims to processes and structures accomplishing any or all of the above advantages.

[0034] Additionally, the section headings herein are provided for consistency with the

suggestions under 37 C.F.R. 1.77 or otherwise to provide organizational cues. These headings

shall not limit or characterize the invention(s) set out in any claims that may issue from this

disclosure. Specifically and by way of example, although the headings refer to a "Technical

Field," such claims should not be limited by the language chosen under this heading to describe

the so-called technical field. Further, a description of a technology in the "Background" is not to

be construed as an admission that technology is prior art to any invention(s) in this disclosure.

Furthermore, any reference in this disclosure to "invention" in the singular should not be used to

argue that there is only a single point of novelty in this disclosure. Multiple inventions may be

set forth according to the limitations of the multiple claims issuing from this disclosure, and such

claims accordingly define the invention(s), and their equivalents, that are protected thereby. In

all instances, the scope of such claims shall be considered on their own merits in light of this

disclosure, but should not be constrained by the headings set forth herein.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for performing remote configuration compliance assessment on a target device

across a computer network, the method comprising:

providing a scanner computer in communication with a communication network;

providing a target device in communication with the communication network;

establishing a network connection between the scanner computer and the target device

across the communication network;

assigning a policy affecting the control of one or more technologies to the target device;

requesting configuration information of the target device;

receiving the configuration information at the scanner computer across the

communication network;

storing the configuration information in memory at the scanner computer;

performing, at the scanner computer, an evaluation of the configuration information

received from the target device to evaluate whether the configuration posture of the target device

corresponding to the configuration information is in compliance with the assigned policy.

2 . The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

performing a second evaluation of the configuration information previously obtained

from the target device when the policy assigned to the target device is modified, and without

requesting configuration information from the target device a second time, to evaluate whether



the configuration posture of the target device corresponding to the previously obtained

configuration information is in compliance with the modified policy.

3 . A method according to claim 1, further comprising:

generating a compliance report describing the results of the evaluation of the posture of

the target device.

4 . A method according to claim 1, further comprising:

modifying at least part of the configuration information of the target device, such that the

modified configuration information is in compliance with the policy assigned to the target

device.

5 . A method according to claim 4, wherein the evaluating the configuration information

further comprises determining that a part of the configuration information is not in compliance

with the assigned policy but qualifies as a temporary exception to the assigned policy, wherein

the part of the configuration posture of the target device corresponding to the exception is not

immediately modified to comply with the assigned policy.

6 . A method according to claim 5, further comprising:

re-scanning the target device to obtain updated configuration information; and

evaluating the updated configuration information in comparison with the part of the

configuration information determined to qualify as an exception to determine if the posture of the



target device corresponding to the updated configuration information now complies with the

assigned policy.

7 . A method according to claim 1 wherein the scanner computer is compatible with multiple

technologies available for use by the target device.

8. A method according to claim 1, wherein an operating system of the scanner computer

differs from an operating system of the target device.

9 . A method according to claim 1, further comprising:

providing to the scanner computer credentials belonging to the target device, the

credentials authorizing the receiving of the configuration information of the target device.

10. A system for performing remote configuration compliance assessment on a target device

across a computer network, the system comprising:

a scanner computer in communication with a target device across a communication

network, wherein the scanner computer is configured to:

assign a policy affecting the control of one or more technologies to the target

device;

request configuration information of the target device;

receive the configuration information across the communication network;

store the configuration information in memory; and



perform an evaluation of the configuration information received from the target

device to evaluate whether the configuration posture of the target device corresponding to

the configuration information is in compliance with the assigned policy.

11. A system according to claim 10, wherein the scanner computer is further configured to:

perform a second evaluation of the configuration information previously obtained from

the target device when the policy assigned to the target device is modified, and without

requesting configuration information from the target device a second time, and

evaluate whether the configuration posture of the target device corresponding to the

previously obtained configuration information is in compliance with the modified policy.

12. A system according to claim 10, wherein the scanner computer is further configured to

generate a compliance report describing the results of the evaluation of the posture of the target

device.

13. A system according to claim 10, wherein the scanner computer is further configured to

modify at least part of the configuration information of the target device, such that the modified

configuration information is in compliance with the policy assigned to the target device.

14. A system according to claim 13, wherein the scanner computer is further configured to:

determine that a part of the configuration information is not in compliance with the

assigned policy but qualifies as a temporary exception to the assigned policy, wherein the part of



the configuration posture of the target device corresponding to the exception is not immediately

modified to comply with the assigned policy.

15. A system according to claim 14, wherein the scanner computer is further configured to:

re-scan the target device to obtain updated configuration information, and

evaluate the updated configuration information in comparison with the part of the

configuration information determined to qualify as an exception to determine if the posture of the

target device corresponding to the updated configuration information now complies with the

assigned policy.

16. A system according to claim 10, wherein the scanner computer is compatible with

multiple technologies available for use by the target device.

17. A system according to claim 10, wherein an operating system of the scanner computer

differs from an operating system of the target device.

18. A system according to claim 10, wherein the scanner computer is further configured to

receive credentials belonging to the target device, the credentials authorizing the receiving of the

configuration information of the target device.

19. A method for performing remote configuration compliance assessment on a target device

across a computer network, the method comprising:



providing a scanner computer in communication with a plurality of target devices across

a communication network;

assigning a policy affecting the control of one or more technologies to each of the

plurality of target devices;

receiving, at the scanner computer, configuration information for each of the plurality of

target devices across the communication network;

performing, at the scanner computer, a first evaluation of the configuration information

for the target devices to evaluate whether the configuration posture of each of the plurality of

target devices is in compliance with its assigned policy;

modifying the assigned policy of the target devices; and

performing a second evaluation of the previously obtained configuration information for

the target devices, without requesting configuration information for the target devices a second

time, to evaluate whether the configuration posture of each of the plurality of target devices is in

compliance with the modified policy.

20. A method according to claim 19, further comprising:

generating a compliance report describing the results of the first and/or second evaluation

of the posture of the plurality of target devices.

21. A method according to claim 19, further comprising:

modifying at least part of the configuration information for one or more of the target

devices, such that the modified configuration information is in compliance with its assigned

policy.



22. A method according to claim 19, wherein the evaluating the configuration information

further comprises determining that a part of the configuration information for one or more of the

plurality of target devices is not in compliance with its assigned policy but qualifies as a

temporary exception to that assigned policy, wherein the part of the configuration posture of the

one or more target devices corresponding to the exception is not immediately modified to

comply with the assigned policy.

23. A method according to claim 22, further comprising:

re-scanning the one or more target devices to obtain updated configuration information

for the one or more target devices; and

evaluating the updated configuration information in comparison with the part of the

configuration information determined to qualify as an exception to determine if the posture of the

one or more target devices corresponding to the updated configuration information now complies

with the assigned policy.

24. A method according to claim 19 wherein the scanner computer is compatible with

multiple technologies available for use by the plurality of target devices.

25. A method according to claim 19 wherein an operating system of the scanner computer

differs from an operating system of one or more of the target devices.



26. A method according to claim 19, further comprising providing to the scanner computer a

set of credentials belonging to one or more of the target devices, the credentials authorizing the

receiving of the configuration information of the one or more target devices.
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